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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a finite element thermal model for similar and dissimilar alloy friction stir spot welding (FSSW). The model is calibrated and validated using instrumented lap joints in Al-Al and Al-Fe automotive sheet alloys. The model successfully predicts the thermal histories for a range of process conditions. The resulting temperature histories are used to predict the growth of intermetallic phases at the interface in Al-Fe welds. Temperature predictions were used to study the evolution of hardness of a precipitation-hardened aluminium alloy during post-weld ageing after FSSW.

1. INTRODUCTION
Re-design of the vehicle body in lightweight materials remains a key strategy in the challenge to improve fuel efficiency and to reduce carbon dioxide and other emissions. This requires innovation in cost-effective joining technologies, while meeting the technical demands for crashworthiness and stiffness of the vehicle structure. By avoiding melting, friction welding methods avoid many of the metallurgical problems associated with fusion processes, particularly for joining aluminium, magnesium, high strength steels, and also dissimilar material combinations.

Friction Stir Spot Welding (FSSW) is regarded as a potential alternative to resistance spot welding and self-piercing riveting, the conventional joining processes for automotive sheet materials [1]. A rotating cylindrical tool, made from a hard and wear-resistant material, is pressed against two overlapping sheets. The tool may feature a specifically designed pin, protruding from the tool shoulder. Frictional and deformation heating softens the material, and the tool is retracted after a plunge and dwell time of the order of 1 second (Figure 1). In previous work, Prangnell and co-workers [2-6] produced sound joints with a pinless tool, without the need for mechanical interlocking associated with a pin penetrating the bottom sheet. This eliminated the residual hole formed by a conventional tool, which reduces the effective joint area and can lead to corrosion [7]. It
also shortened the cycle time compared to conventional and refill FSSW, which is desirable for automotive production.

Gerlich and co-workers provide evidence of the material state and temperature in FSSW of Al and Mg alloys\(^{[8-13]}\). Melting was apparent beneath the pin in some conditions, reflecting the larger contact time and pressure under the pin during the plunge, but the temperature below the shoulder was up to 45 K lower than below the pin. For the rotational speed and dwell times used in the present study, without a pin, their work suggests a maximum temperature well below the solidus temperature\(^{[10]}\). To achieve a sound joint in solid-state FSSW, the oxide layers must be broken up by sufficiently large deformation to give metal-metal bonding at the interface\(^{[14,15]}\). For the temperatures and strain-rates in FSSW, diffusion processes at the interface in dissimilar joints may lead to the formation of intermetallic compounds, which influence the performance of the joint.

A number of authors have developed thermo-mechanically coupled models of FSSW using computational fluid dynamics\(^{[16-20]}\), the meshless particle method\(^{[21]}\), or the finite element method\(^{[22-24]}\). To handle the severe non-steady-state deformations, computational schemes include Lagrangian\(^{[25,26]}\) or arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)\(^{[27-29]}\) kinematic descriptions, and explicit time integration\(^{[27-31]}\). While coupled models can provide insight into material flow and heat generation, these approaches are computationally expensive, for example due to the extensive re-meshing required, making detailed parametric or optimization studies time-consuming\(^{[30]}\). Furthermore, some of these studies also lack any experimental validation, or only deal with the initial tool plunge.

This paper presents a thermal-only implicit FE model of pinless FSSW, allowing time-efficient parametric studies and reverse engineering of heat generation. Most FSSW modellers assume either sticking at the interface\(^{[16,18]}\), or a Coulomb friction law with a
constant [21-23,26-28,31] or temperature-dependent coefficient of friction [24,29,30]. With few exceptions [20,28], no independent machine torque or power measurements have been provided to validate the assumed contact model. In the present work, a spatial power distribution based on a stick-slip condition at the tool-workpiece interface is adopted, informed by kinematic and microstructural studies of FSSW in dissimilar Al alloys [32]. Multiple thermocouple measurements are used to calibrate the net power as a function of time, to provide a predictive capability for microstructural modelling.

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Instrumented welds were produced in two standard automotive sheet materials: 6111-T4 Al alloy (0.93mm thick) welded to itself, and to ungalvanised mild steel DC04 (0.97mm thick). Figure 2 shows the two tool designs used, both 10mm in diameter and manufactured from H13 tool steel: a flat featureless tool, and a tool with flutes machined into the shoulder. The welding conditions were selected from a wider matrix of trials, to give joints with acceptable shear strength and failure energy, failing by nugget pull-out rather than debonding. Welding was done under position control on a CS Powerstir FSW machine, with the parameters shown in Table 1.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weld number</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top sheet material</td>
<td>6111-T4 Al</td>
<td>6111-T4 Al</td>
<td>6111-T4 Al</td>
<td>6111-T4 Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom sheet material</td>
<td>6111-T4 Al</td>
<td>6111-T4 Al</td>
<td>DC04 steel</td>
<td>DC04 steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool type</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Fluted</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Fluted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plunge-rate (mm/min)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retraction-rate (mm/min)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plunge depth (mm)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwell time (s)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Experimental conditions for Al-Al and Al-Fe friction stir spot welds

The workpiece clamping arrangement is presented in the FE model below. In Al-Al welds, temperature was measured by K-type thermocouples embedded in the steel anvil at radial distances of 2.5, 5, and 10 mm from the tool centre. The thermocouple tips projected ~0.1 mm above the anvil ensuring good contact. In Al-steel welds, K-type
thermocouples were embedded 0.1 mm beneath the Al-steel interface, at the tool centre and at a radial distance of 2.5 mm. The repeatability of the thermal cycles was principally limited by the accuracy of locating the thermocouples, but was estimated to be better than 10°C (by comparing data between welds in nominally identical welds). Machine torque was recorded to indicate the overall shape of the power input history, but at too low a level of accuracy for modelling purposes, due to a high idling torque and machine losses.

To determine the nature and thickness of the intermetallic layer, cross sections of the weld were prepared by sectioning through the centre of the welds. Specimens were prepared for metallographic examination following standard grinding and polishing procedures. Weld cross-sections were then examined using a field emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEI Magellan FEGSEM) operated at 20 kV. Backscattered imaging mode was used to clearly identify both parent materials and the intermetallic reaction layer. Example images are presented elsewhere [3,33]. The intermetallic layer is not uniform in thickness, but shows considerable local fluctuations (see [3,33]). Measurement points were defined with a spacing of approximately 0.6 mm across the weld. To determine a reliable average intermetallic layer thickness, the total area occupied by intermetallic was measured in a region bound by positions mid-way between measurement points (i.e. +/- 0.3 mm from the measurement point). This area was divided by the measurement distance (0.6 mm) to give an average intermetallic thickness at that measurement point. In this way, local fluctuations in the layer thickness are smoothed out whilst still allowing the change in average layer thickness across the weld to be reliably tracked.

Microhardness profiles were measured on sections through the centre of the welds, at mid-thickness of the top sheet. Measurements were made immediately after welding (<1 h), after 3 months of natural ageing, and following a simulated paint-bake thermal cycle (artificial ageing at 180°C for 30 min immediately after welding).

3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING

3.1 Geometry and materials

Figure 3 shows the dimensions and mesh of the 3D finite element model, including workpieces, tool, backing plate and a top clamping plate. As there are two planes of symmetry it was only necessary to model one quarter of the entire assembly, decreasing calculation time. The mesh consisted of about 5000 elements, with the backing plate being meshed with tetrahedral elements, to allow greater variation of element size within the part, improving computational efficiency. A simplified, fast axisymmetric model was used first to optimise the minimum mesh size (0.3 mm) and the computational time step (0.1 s).

All material properties in the model were temperature-dependent. Density, thermal conductivity and specific heat of AA6111 were available as a function of temperature [34]. For the various steel grades, properties were selected for the similar alloys shown in
brackets: DC04 (low carbon steel) \[^{[35]}\]; H13 (martensitic Cr-Mo tool steel) \[^{[36]}\]; 4340 (low alloy steel) \[^{[37]}\].

The plunge stage presents a particular problem in modelling FSSW, since the thermal model required the tool location and associated heat input to be fixed. In reality, some unknown proportion of the weld time is used reaching the maximum depth (of order 1 second), as the material needs to be softened for the tool to penetrate the surface. A preliminary sensitivity analysis was conducted to test the effect of the plunge depth on the predicted thermal field at the weld interface, and it was found to be of secondary importance for plunge depths up to half the thickness of the top 1mm thick sheet. The model plunge depth was therefore set to be equal to the final depth: 0.2mm in Al-Al welds, and 0.3mm in Al-Fe welds. Flash was included in the model in the anular gap between the tool and the top clamp, with the height of the flash being calculated to conserve the volume of workpiece material.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** Thermal FE model of FSSW: weld layout, dimensions (in mm) and mesh

3.2 Thermal boundary conditions

All the surfaces in contact with the air were treated as insulated, justified by the low heat transfer to air and the short FSSW cycle time (1–5s). Different metal-to-metal contacts had specified interface conductances, as shown in Figure 4 and Table 2. Between the top
workpiece and both tool and lower workpiece, the high pressure and applied shear give intimate metal-metal contact, so perfect thermal contact was assumed. Elsewhere, the contact conductance depends on the contact pressure. As the tool plunges, the contact pressure between workpiece and anvil is greatest directly under the tool. Under the clamps, and also under the tool during retraction, the pressure is orders of magnitude lower. Values for contact conductance of 5000 and 1000 W/m²K were taken from the literature, for high and low pressure contacts respectively [38].

![Figure 4](image.jpg)  

**Figure 4** Thermal loads, metal-metal interfaces and thermal contact conditions in the FE models of FSSW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface number (Fig.4)</th>
<th>Contact conditions</th>
<th>Thermal conductance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Plasticized material</td>
<td>Perfect thermal contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II (plunge &amp; dwell)</td>
<td>High pressure, ~50 MPa</td>
<td>5000 W/m²K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II (retraction), III</td>
<td>Low pressure</td>
<td>1000 W/m²K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Convection and radiation negligible</td>
<td>Insulated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Summary of thermal contact conditions

3.3 Numerical problem in ABAQUS

After the dwell period, the tool is retracted and thermal contact between the tool and workpiece is lost. Initially this was modelled in Abaqus by imposing step changes in heat input (to zero) and thermal conductance (to a very low value). This was found to lead to significant numerical stability problems, with the solution after the step change imposing
heat flow from workpiece to tool against the temperature gradient – clearly a non-physical result. The problem was solved by imposing a ramp change in contact conductance over several computational steps beyond the end of the dwell (for a time of order 0.1s). This may be a more physical representation of the springback and backlash in the machine as the tool is withdrawn, but the issue highlights the unexpected numerical issues that can occur in Abaqus.

3.4 Thermal loads and calibration

The thermal FE model requires calibration of the spatial and temporal variation in the heat input. This was conducted iteratively using thermocouple data, testing the sensitivity of the predicted temperature history to the following parameters: radial distribution of heat input, the proportions of heat generated at the tool-workpiece interface and in the bulk, and the net power (as a function of time).

Spatial variation in heat input

Recent work by Reilly et al. [32] has given new insight into the deformation field and heat generation during FSSW. They propose that in the central region of the tool, the material surface velocity increases proportionally with radius, representing sticking contact. However, it must reach a maximum value and fall to zero close to the tool edge, for continuity with the surrounding stationary material. This gives slip over some outer anular portion of the contact, with frictional heat generation restricted to this region, superimposed on volumetric plastic dissipation under the whole contact area. It is difficult to distinguish between surface heating and volumetric heating, particularly in thin workpieces, so the proportions of each in the model were made adjustable between 0 and 100%. As expected, the peak temperature variation with position was found to be largely independent of the proportions assumed, so a simple 50% surface/50% bulk distribution was assumed. Similarly, the volumetric heat input was assumed to extend uniformly through the thickness of the top workpiece, as the through-thickness distribution was also found to have little influence on the peak temperature distribution at the interface.

As the workpieces are thin, the temperature field proves to be much more sensitive to the radial variation of the heat input. Since the local shear strain-rate is closely related to the heat input, it is reasonable to assume that the radial distribution of the power input will reflect the surface velocity profile. For a flat tool, Reilly et al. [39] adopted a triangular surface velocity profile, so this is assumed for the radial variation of the power density, with a peak at radius $D$, expressed as a fraction of the tool radius $D’$ (Figure 4). Reilly et al. [39] also showed via microstructural cross-sections that the tool design affects the material flow behaviour. Welds created with a fluted tool consistently showed more intensive deformation associated with the fluted part of the tool groves closer to the weld centre. A key calibration step in the FE simulations was therefore to assign appropriate $D/D’$ values for flat and fluted tools. These were adjusted to be 0.75 and 0.3, for flat and fluted tools respectively. The same distribution was used for similar and dissimilar welds,
as the tool-workpiece contact is assumed to be only weakly dependent on the material in the bottom workpiece.

**Temporal variation in heat input**

The time variation of the heat generation rate \( q(t) \) was adjusted empirically for the longest duration weld for each combination of materials and tools. This is a pragmatic solution to develop a working thermal model, in the absence of independent measurement of machine torque. The value of \( q(t) \) was adjusted in piecewise linear fashion at 0.1s intervals to give a good fit to the thermocouple data. An iterative implementation was used: (i) a forward prediction of the temperature change was made using the current instantaneous value of \( q \); (ii) the power in that time step was re-scaled according to the magnitudes of the experimental and predicted temperatures. The value of \( q(t) \) ramped down to zero on a timescale comparable to the nominal weld time. The \( q(t) \) profile was then fitted to a suitable three-part function as follows:

(i) for the plunge, a linear rise from zero to a maximum at a representative fixed value of 0.3s;

(ii) for the dwell, an exponential decay towards a steady-state plateau value, reflecting material softening as the temperature rises. The best fit was found with the equation:

\[
q(t) = a \cdot e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} + b,
\]

where \( a, b \) and \( \tau \) are calibration constants;

(iii) for the tool retraction, a 0.5s linear taper in heat input to zero.

Figure 5 shows the calibrated \( q(t) \) for the 4 combinations of workpieces and tools. Three were found to coincide closely, with only the fluted tool applied to Al-steel welds requiring a modest reduction in heat input. The shape of the profile is compatible with that of the machine torque, but this was too noisy and inconsistent to be used as an input to the model.
4. VALIDATION OF THE FE MODEL

The predictive capability of the thermal model was tested by comparing with the thermocouple data for welds of varying duration. Figure 6 shows the data and predictions for 1 second Al 6111 – DC04 welds, for thermocouples embedded 0.1 mm beneath the joint interface, at the tool centre and a radial distance of 2.5mm (i.e. 0 and 0.5 times the tool radius). The cooling curve is predicted well in all cases, and the model discrepancy is within the experimental reproducibility.

Figure 7 shows the data and predictions for Al 6111-Al 6111 welds, for locations on the lower face of the lower workpiece, at radial distances of 2.5, 5, and 10 mm from the tool centre (i.e. 0.5, 1 and 2 times the tool radius). The shape of the curves is reproduced well, but there are discrepancies of 10-15°C in the peak temperatures (under-predicted at the centre, and over-predicted at and beyond the tool periphery). In these welds, the thermocouples are located further from the area of heat generation, close to the workpiece–anvil interface. This gives greater sensitivity to values of the contact conductances at that interface.
Figure 7 Predicted (dashed) and measured (solid) temperature histories for Al6111-Al6111 welds, at the workpiece-anvil interface, for radial positions of 2.5, 5 and 10mm from the centre: (a) flat tool; (b) fluted tool.

A comparison of the predicted temperature distributions at the weld plane of symmetry is presented in Figure 8. Thermal maps are plotted on the same temperature scales at 1 and 2.5 sec, which were the maximum welding times for Al 6111-DC04 steel and Al 6111-Al 6111 welds, respectively. Note that in all cases the predicted temperature at the centre was higher for the fluted tool than for the flat tool, while the heat generated was similar, or even lower (Figure 5). The concentration of higher temperature towards the centre reflects the relative positions of the peak in the heat input ($D/D' = 0.75$ for the flat tool and $D/D' = 0.3$ for the fluted tool).
5. PREDICTION OF INTERMETALLIC GROWTH AT INTERFACE IN Al-Fe WELD

In dissimilar solid-state welding, inter-diffusion of aluminium and iron at the interface \[^{[40]}\]
leads to a driving force for nucleation and growth of intermetallic compounds (IMC). These tend to be brittle, but must form to some optimum thickness to obtain a strong metal-metal joint. Studies have shown that increasing the thickness of this intermetallic layer degrades of strength of Al-steel welds made with FSSW \[^{[41]}\] and rotary friction welding.\[^{[42-45]}\] However, a very thin IMC layer was also associated with poor mechanical properties, indicating that the welding time was insufficient to obtain a strong joint.\[^{[41-43, 46]}\]

Studies at the University of Manchester have recently characterised the formation and growth kinetics of IMC as a function of temperature during solid state welding between Al and other metals (e.g. steels and Mg alloys), and a model has also been developed to predict the growth kinetics of IMC\[^{[1,47-48]}\]. For IMC growth in Al-steel FSSW, there is a short incubation time for nucleation, after which the nuclei spread over the interface, and then thicken more slowly normal to the interface. The IMC can be formed from one or two phases depending on the welding parameters. A full model for these stages is under development, but the overall layer thickness can be approximately estimated using a simple parabolic relationship, for the 1D growth rate of the layer normal to the interface:

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = k t^{-0.5} \tag{1}
\]

where \(x\) is the thickness of IMC, \(t\) is the welding time, and \(k\) is a growth constant, which is a function of temperature described by a typical Arrhenius relationship:
where $k_0$ is the pre-exponent factor which is not affected by temperature, $Q$ is the activation energy, $R$ is the gas constant, and $T$ is the temperature in K. The growth constant parameters were obtained from Springer\cite{49} and Kajihara\cite{50}.

The final layer thickness is determined by numerically integrating eqn. (1) over the weld thermal cycle, using the value for the growth constant that corresponds to the instantaneous temperature at that integration point. Further justification of this simple approach to predicting the intermetallic layer thickness for the joint combination studied in this work (but using measured thermal profiles) is presented elsewhere\cite{3,33}.

This model has been applied to the thermal cycles predicted across the interface in a 1s weld between Al 6111 and DC04 steel. Figure 9 shows the predicted thickness of the intermetallic layer, compared with experimental data at a number of locations from the centre (assumed symmetrical). The model shows a small peak in layer thickness away from the weld centre, though not as pronounced as in the experiments. This peak reflects the higher peak temperatures away from the centre-line (as in Figure 8). The microstructural reactions are sensitive to temperature, and thus to the accuracy of the thermal model. To illustrate this sensitivity, the predictions were repeated with an (arbitrary) increase in applied power of 10%, which is a reasonable upper limit on the combined inaccuracies of model calibration to thermocouple data, particularly for a weld of a duration of only 1 second. Figure 9 shows the prediction with this increase in power, which leads to roughly double the thickness of IMC layer, and a closer quantitative agreement with the experimental data. The model is therefore able to capture the interface reaction in a first-order way, but the analysis highlights the difficulty of making reliable quantitative predictions for this sort of problem in welding.
Figure 9 Thickness of the intermetallic layer at the interface for a 1s Al-steel weld with a flat tool – experimental data, and predictions using the calibrated thermal model with the nominal power input, and with an increase of 10% in power.

6. MICROSTRUCTURE AND HARDNESS EVOLUTION IN WELDING OF AA6111

Studies of welding of heat-treatable aluminium alloys commonly measure the hardness profile across the weld, as an indicator of other mechanical properties (notably yield stress). There are many examples in the literature for friction stir spot welding [2,5,6,33,51] and for friction stir welding [52-56]. Hardness also provides a valuable simple tool for tracking microstructural evolution, without recourse to time-consuming microscopy [52-54]. The changes in hardness in Al-6111 can be attributed to dissolution and re-precipitation of hardening phases, with a secondary contribution from dislocation hardening in the thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ) [57,58]. Loss of precipitation strengthening immediately after welding may be due to either precipitate coarsening or dissolution. These can be distinguished by measuring the hardness after subsequent natural ageing, since only dissolution into solid solution can lead to subsequent natural ageing. And in practical terms, the naturally aged state is the condition in which the weld would be used.

6.1 FSSW of Al-6111

Figure 10 shows the as-welded and naturally aged hardness profiles at mid-thickness of the upper sheet in Al-6111 FSSW, for each of two welding times. The hardness profiles
should be symmetrical in FSSW, so to reduce the scatter the experimental hardness data from both sides of the centre-line of a given weld have been averaged (where available), and plotted as a half-profile in Fig. 10. In the as-welded condition, both exhibit the classical profile, commonly observed in both FSSW and FSW of heat treatable Al-alloys, with a heat-affected zone (HAZ) showing a minimum plateau in hardness extending some distance from the weld centre. Natural ageing leads to strength recovery across the entire HAZ, with the greatest increase occurring where the as-welded hardness was lowest. Peak temperature predictions are superimposed below the hardness profiles, using the calibrated thermal model in each case.

**Figure 10** Hardness profiles at mid-thickness of the upper sheet in (a) 1s and (b) 2.5s Al 6111-Al 6111 welds made with a fluted tool, both as-welded and after 3 months of natural ageing (data from [5]). The corresponding predicted peak temperature distributions are superimposed below.

The age hardening behaviour of quaternary Al-Mg-Si-Cu alloy AA6111 is complex, involving multiple metastable hardening phases, as precursors to the equilibrium phases $\beta$ (Mg$_2$Si) and Q (Al$_4$Cu$_2$Mg$_8$Si$_7$) [59]. Nonetheless, a simplified interpretation of the dominant softening and natural ageing responses can be inferred from the behaviour of welded 6000 series alloys in the literature.

In the initial condition, the Al-6111 is in a naturally aged T4 temper. The hardening phases in this temper will readily dissolve above their solvus temperature, but may also re-precipitate as other metastable phases. Depending on the thermal cycle imposed, a partial or complete supersaturated solid solution may be retained after welding. The only change in hardness that can occur during subsequent natural ageing is re-precipitation of any available solute into the same phase as was initially responsible for the T4 strength. The maximum possible recovery in strength by post-weld natural ageing occurs where there has been full dissolution of the initial precipitates. This corresponds to the central plateau in hardness in Fig.10, extending approximately 5-7mm from the weld centre-line, where
the peak temperature exceeded roughly 300°C. Note however that the post-weld naturally aged hardness exceeds that of the as-received sheet. This difference is attributed to dislocation hardening due to plastic deformation of the TMAZ. It is assumed that the dislocation hardening makes the same contribution in both the as-welded and naturally aged conditions, i.e. both profiles are a linear sum of two independent hardness contributions, with only the precipitation hardening changing.

The outer limit of the HAZ is at a distance of 7.5-10mm from the centre (depending on the weld time), where the peak temperature was roughly 150°C. Between 150°C and 300°C, the as-welded hardness ramps downwards to its minimum as-welded value, indicating partial dissolution of the hardening precipitates. Over the same region, the naturally aged hardness ramps up to its maximum plateau value. What is most revealing therefore is to consider the change in hardness between the two, by subtracting one profile from the other. This hardness increment is directly related to the degree of solute supersaturation after welding. Furthermore, while the extent of dissolution depends on the whole thermal cycle, a first indicator of the kinetic strength of the cycle is given simply by the peak temperature. Hence the change in hardness has been cross-plotted against the peak temperature at each location, using the thermal model for each of the two welds in Fig. 10.

Figure 11 shows the difference between the smoothed hardness profiles in the as-welded and naturally aged conditions (black curves), as a function of predicted peak temperature during welding. The profiles for the two welds have a similar form, showing uniform maximum hardness change above 300°C, and no change (outside the HAZ) below 150°C. Between these temperatures, the hardness ramps up to the plateau value. Both profiles show a secondary maximum and minimum in this temperature interval. Profiles of exactly the same shape have been seen in 2024-T3, subjected to isothermal holds of a few seconds duration and subsequently naturally aged [60]. In 2024 this was attributed to partial precipitation of another hardening phase, reducing the solute available for natural ageing. The same may be the case in 6111-T4, but this requires more detailed study.

The analysis is clearly approximate, given the uncertainty in temperature prediction in the model (of order 20-30°C), and the smoothing of multiple hardness profiles. Nonetheless the results suggest that there is a characteristic pattern in the hardness change during natural ageing, as a function of peak temperature. From these results on 6111-T4, and the previous work on 2024-T3, it is apparent that the change in hardness after welding also depends on the weld duration, for an intermediate range of temperatures.
Figure 11  Increase in hardness from as-welded to post-weld aged state, against predicted peak temperature, for positions across the welds at mid-thickness of the upper Al 6111 sheet (three FSSW and one USW). Weld times, FSSW tools, and post-weld heat treatments as shown (NA = naturally aged; PB = paint bake). (Hardness data from [5,48,61])

Further evidence is obtained by superimposing the corresponding data for a 1s FSSW of Al-6111 which was subjected to an elevated temperature artificial ageing cycle at 180°C after welding (corresponding to the paint-bake treatment used in the automotive industry). The blue curve in Figure 11 shows that the profile is similar in form, but with a proportionately greater change in hardness throughout. This is consistent with the same initial supersaturation of solute (rising from zero below 150°C, to 100% above 300°C) being converted into more effective hardening phases by the elevated temperature heat treatment. Note that the secondary maximum and minimum in the profile at around 200°C is replicated in this case.

6.2 Ultrasonic Welding of AA6111

The thermal cycles in friction stir spot welding have a duration of a few seconds. In these circumstances it was shown above that the recovery in hardness due to post-weld natural ageing correlates reasonably well with the peak welding temperature, for a given weld cycle time. To test this further, the same approach was applied to another solid state welding process that takes a few seconds – ultrasonic welding (USW).
A 3D finite element thermal model of USW, presented by Jedrasiak et al.\cite{62}, was used to predict the thermal cycles (and thus peak temperatures) in a 0.5s Al 6111 lap weld, produced experimentally by Chen et al.\cite{61}. The modelling approach for USW was similar, with the power profile as a function of time being inferred via thermocouple data. The welded joints were sectioned vertically through the centre, parallel to the direction of vibration. Hardness profiles were made at mid-thickness of the top sheet, immediately after welding, and after natural aging for 8 months. The change in hardness as a function of position was determined from the profiles, and cross-plotted with the corresponding predicted peak temperature – see Fig. 11.

Given the completely different welding process and thermal model, and the scatter in the experimental data, the profiles for USW and FSSW are remarkably similar in form. The outer limit to the HAZ in USW also occurs at a peak temperature around $150^\circ$C, with a comparable maximum hardness recovery at the highest weld temperatures. The ramp in hardness shows a weaker intermediate maximum and minimum around $250-300^\circ$C. The degree of consistency suggests that simple semi-empirical correlations could be derived for a given alloy, between post-weld hardness and the corresponding peak temperatures and durations of the weld thermal cycles, derived from numerical models.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A thermal finite element model of friction stir spot welding of aluminium to aluminium, and aluminium to steel, was successfully developed for flat and fluted tools. The heat generation rate as a function of time, $q(t)$, was calibrated empirically to fit the temperature histories for selected welds. The radial distribution of heat generation was found to be dependent on the profiling of the tool. The calibrated model was applied to study two important microstructural changes in FSSW of aluminium.

Firstly, the thermal histories were combined with a microstructural model for the formation of intermetallic compounds at the interface in an Al 6111-steel weld. The models gave a reasonable quantitative prediction of the radial variation of the thickness of the intermetallic layer. The strong sensitivity of the microstructural results to uncertainty in the temperature history was demonstrated.

Secondly, the evolution of post-weld hardness of FSSW Al 6111 was studied. The recovery in hardness by post-weld natural ageing was found to correlate systematically with the predicted peak temperature. A similar analysis was applied to ultrasonic welds in Al 6111, using a previously published thermal model. This confirmed that, for a given duration of thermal cycle, the relationship was characteristic of the alloy, and was independent of the welding process.
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